Le Parc Suite Hotel
Le Parc Suite Hotel is the perfect, newly
renovated spot to safely begin your travels with.
Inspired by its location in West Hollywood, Le
Parc Suite Hotel’s modern redesign features a
curated collection of locally inspired original
artwork and a sophisticated architectural palette.
“We are thrilled to introduce the new Le Parc
Suite Hotel in our dynamic city of West
Hollywood,” said Bert Seneca, general manager
of Le Parc Suite Hotel. “Our revitalized hotel is
designed as a place for everyone, as reflected in
our diverse artwork, inviting amenities and
exceptional service. We’re proud to welcome
guests to Le Parc Suites where they’ll experience
the energy of West Hollywood combined with the
comforts of home.”
Le Parc’s Peace of Mind Promise adheres to all
Safe Stay Guidelines put in place by the American
Hotel & Lodging Association, which are based on guidance and direct feedback from the CDC. Le
Parc is an ideal destination for a safe retreat with individual HVAC units in each suite for fresh air,
kitchenettes for dining in, staircases as alternatives to elevators and uncrowded public spaces.
Drawing influence from its West Hollywood location, Le Parc features brilliantly curated original
artwork throughout the hotel including a Charlie Edmiston mural, Scott Hile “LOVE” mural, pop culture
portraits by Srinjoy Gangopadhyay, and Craig Alan paintings.
The renovations also include a modern fitness center and rooftop pool. Le Parc has built a brandnew, state-of-the-art fitness center with equipment for cardio, weightlifting, resistance training, yoga
and stretching. The fitness center also offers a complimentary Peloton available to guests on a firstcome basis.

In celebration of the redesign, Le Parc has created a special offer, called “The Ultimate Threesome,”
combining you, plus one huge suite, plus free overnight parking. Travelers can save with this offer as
they enjoy delicious cuisine from Le Parc’s restaurant, Knoll, relax on the Skydeck, and feel safe with
the Peace of Mind Promise.
Follow Le Parc Suite Hotel: Website | Facebook | Instagram
Link to article: https://www.the360mag.com/le-parc-suite-hotel/

